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This paper is a summary of some of the major results from the Wendelstein 7-AS stellarator
sW7-ASd. W7-ASfG. Griegeret al., Phys. Fluids B4, 2081s1992dg has demonstrated the feasibility
of modular coils and has pioneered the island divertor and the modeling of its three-dimensional
characteristics with theEMC3/EIRENEcodefY. Feng, F. Sardeiet al., Plasma Phys. Controlled Fusion
44, 611 s2002dg. It has extended the operational range to high densitys431020 m−3 at 2.5 Td and
high kbl s3.4% at 0.9 Td; it has demonstrated successfully the application of electron cyclotron
resonance heatingsECRHd beyond cutoff via electron Bernstein wave heating, and it has utilized the
toroidal variation of the magnetic field strength for ion cyclotron resonance frequency beach-wave
heating. In preparation of W7-XfJ. Nührenberget al., Trans. Fusion Technol.27, 71 s1995dg,
aspects of the optimization concept of the magnetic design have been successfully tested. W7-AS
has accessed the H-mode, the first time in a “non-tokamak” and has extended H-mode operation
toward high density by the discovery of the high-density H-modesHDHd, characterized by H-mode
energy and L-mode-level impurity confinement. In the HDH-mode quasisteady state operation is
possible close to operational limits without noticeable degradation in the plasma properties. High-
b phases up totpulse/tE=65 have been achieved, which can already be taken as an indication of the
intrinsic stellarator capability of steady-state operation. Confinement issues will be discussed with
emphasis on the similarities to tokamak confinementsgeneral transport properties, H-mode
transition physicsd but also with respect to distinct differencessno confinement degradation toward
operational boundaries, positive density scaling, lack of profile resilience, no distinct isotope effect,
H-mode operational windowd. W7-AS turned out to be an important step in the development of the
Wendelstein stellarator line towards an independent fusion power plant concept. ©2005 American
Institute of Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1927100g

I. INTRODUCTION

Stellarators are the oldest toroidal confinement concept,
conceived by Spitzer in 1951 in Princeton.1 Stellarators share
the relevant technology with tokamaks and they contribute,
in a unique way, to the physics of toroidal confinement. The
conceptual advantages of stellarators are their potential for
steady-state operation without the need for current drive and
the lack of current driven instabilities. Stellarators proper
operate free of inductive current and their equilibrium is not
established in a self-activative way. Net current-free stellara-
tors are free of disruptions and of conventional and neoclas-
sical tearing modes. The reason is that the confining mag-

netic field originates primarily from currents in external
coils. Therefore, stellarators do not need an active control of
the plasma position and cannot suffer from its possible fail-
ure. Figure 1 shows the coil system of a classicall =2 stel-
laratorsl denotes the poloidal symmetryd with a set of toroi-
dal and helical coils. Wendelstein 7-AsW7-Ad was built after
this concept.2

The intrinsic properties of stellarators, which provide
their advantages, also give rise to their drawbacks. As a con-
sequence of net-current-free operation, stellarators have to be
of three-dimensionals3Dd geometry to provide a nested set
of constant-pressure surfaces and thus plasma equilibrium
and confinement. The stellarator geometry and field depends
on all three coordinates; this is an important difference to the
axisymmetric tokamak, where properties are conceptionally
independent of the toroidal angular coordinate. The conse-
quences of the 3D stellarator field are direct losses of ener-
getic particles and large deviations of thermal particle orbits
from flux surfaces leading to excessive neoclassical fluxes
under reactor conditions. The equilibriumb of a classical
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stellarator is low owing to its rather large aspect ratio. A
technical disadvantage of a classical stellarator reactor would
be the set of large helical coils. This technical problem has
been removed by the development of stellarators with modu-
lar coils like W7-ASssee Fig. 2d.3

The three dimensionality of the stellarator field offers—
together with the use of modular field coils—the possibility
to produce specific 3D magnetic field configurations where
the thirdsgeometricald degree of freedom is used for system
optimization. Thus the optimized stellarator concept was de-
veloped to overcome the deficiencies of the classical
stellarator.4 Second order pressure-driven currentsfdiamag-
netic, Pfirsch–SchlütersPSd, bootstrap currentg appear also in
stellarators. Whereas the diamagnetic current meets the equi-
librium condition, the force-free PS current, which affects
the shape of the constant-pressure surfaces, can be mini-
mized by stellarator optimization. This is one of the design
criteria of W7-AS. For a specific class of optimized stellara-
tors, also the bootstrap current can be nullified. This is one of
the design criteria of the fully optimized Wendelstein 7-X
stellarator.5

The Wendelstein line of Institut für Plasmaphysik, IPP,
was founded by von Gierke in the early 1960s and developed
over a sequence of targeted devices by Grieger. The first
device, W1-AsRef. 6d sR=35 cm,a=2 cmd, a racetrack like

the C-stellarator,7 did not show good confinement; this was
attributed to its poloidall =3 symmetry, which provides only
low rotational transform in the plasma core.

W1-B sRef. 8d demonstrated the superiority of the low-
shearl =2 stellarator and indicated that the deviations from
toroidal symmetry—the straight sectors of the racetrack—are
unfavorable. The future Wendelstein devices were toroidally
periodic withn=5 symmetrysn is the toroidal periodic num-
berd. W2-A sRef. 9d demonstrated the viability of this basic
concept in a somewhat larger devicesR=50 cm,a=5 cmd.
W2-B sRef. 10d was a stellarator with ohmic heating of hy-
drogen plasmas and it showed, in a hybrid mode of opera-
tion, that the plasma parameters of stellarators were equiva-
lent to those of tokamaks of similar size. W7-AsR=2 m,
aeff=9 cm; see Fig. 1d was the first large stellarator, which
contributed fusion relevant data. It demonstrated for the first
time in a fusion device with relevant plasma parameters stel-
larator operation proper without induced current.2 The pa-
rameters obtained under net-current-free operation matched
those of similarly sized tokamaks. The Wendelstein line con-
tinued with W7-ASs1988–2002d, whose results will be pre-
sented here, followed by W7-X which will start operation in
2010.

II. THE W7-AS DEVICE

The major goals of W7-AS, the device which followed
W7-A, were

sad to test the modular coil concept;
sbd to demonstrate the effectiveness of the first steps to-

ward an optimized stellarator design; and
scd to develop an exhaust concept based on the natural

island chain, which resides at the plasma edge for
higher iota values and whose separatrix forms the
plasma boundary.

W7-AS has additionally contributed to many other areas of
stellarator and fusion research.

W7-AS was a flexible system comprising 45 modular
coils, which produced both toroidal and poloidal field com-
ponents with dominantl =2 and l =3 poloidal and an=5
spentagon-liked toroidal symmetry.3 In a toroidal period, the
plasma shape varied from an ellipsesl =2d to a triangular
shapesl =3d and back to an ellipse. The coil concept of
W7-AS is shown in Fig. 2. W7-AS applied for the first time
a modular coil system to confine a fusion plasma. An addi-
tional set of toroidal field coils enabled change of rotational
transform; five separately operated modular coils at the cor-
ners of the pentagonswith standing ellipses as cross sectionsd
allowed variation of the toroidal mirror ratio; the plasma
position could be changed with vertical field coils; an ohmic
system was used to modify rotational transform, to compen-
sate the bootstrap current in order to maintain the preset edge
rotational transform during the dischargesthis was the gen-
eral mode of operationd or to study hybrid plasmas and cur-
rent driven instabilities. Five in-vessel control coil pairs,
which allowed to change theB5,m field spectrum, were used
to vary the edge island sizesand along with it the connection
lengthd employed for divertor operation.

FIG. 1. Plotted is a classicall =2 stellaratorsW7-Ad with toroidal coils and
four helical windings. A flux surface is shown with a magnetic field line.

FIG. 2. sColord. Shown is a stellarator with modular coilssW7-ASd. The
modular coils produce toroidal and poloidal field components. The addi-
tional set of toroidal coils is to experimentally changei; larger modular coils
reside at the corners of the pentagon. As they are energized separately, they
allow the variation of the mirror ratio along the toroidal direction.sOH-coil
system, vertical field and divertor control coils of W7-AS are not shown.d
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A complete review of the results obtained with W7-AS is
under preparation, see also Ref. 11.

III. THE ISLAND DIVERTOR

W7-AS pioneered the island divertor for the low-shear
Wendelstein line. Figure 3 shows a poloidal cross section
with cuts through the upper and lower divertor modules. Five
divertor module pairsstop–bottomd were installed at the five
toroidal positions with elliptical plasma cross sections. The
modules consisted of target and baffle plates which formed
fairly closed divertor chambers. Diversion occurred with the
edge islands, preferentially via then/m sn=5; m=8,9,10d
island chains. The strike points were defined by the intersec-
tion of the outer island separatrix with the target plates. The
divertor gave access to plasmas with high density at
quasisteady-state conditions, good energy and low impurity
confinement properties, large radiation from the plasma
edge, and partial detachment. The scrape-off layer and the
discrete divertor modules established a 3D edge geometry,
which was modelled by the 3D edge transport code
EMC3/EIRENE.12

Island divertor configurations were studied at high den-
sity generally with neutral beam injectionsNBId. The power
fluxes across the separatrix were up to 0.25 MW/m2 and
matched those of prototypical poloidal field divertor toka-
maks. TheP/R valuesspower/major radiusd, used as edge
scaling parameter,13 were about 1.5 MW/m. The divertor al-
lowed the density to be increased from 2.531020 m−3 sonly
transiently accessible with limiterd to 431020 m−3, main-
tained in quasisteady-state form. At this density level, most
of the recycling neutrals are ionized in the scrape-off layer
except at detachment. Power is radiated via low ionization
states of mostly carbon from the target plate material. How-
ever, strong flux enhancement under high-recycling condi-
tions is not observed and also not expected. Unlike the po-
loidal field divertor, the main operational characteristics of
the island divertor are determined by the strong perpendicu-
lar transport of parallel momentum. The flow to the target
plates is impeded even at high scrape-off-layersSOLd tem-

peratures and without intense neutral gas interaction due to
the proximity of counterflows on the different parts of the
island-scrape-off layers, which annihilate momentum. Figure
4 shows the downstream density in the scrape-off layer in
front of the target against the upstream density at the sepa-
ratrix midplane. At low density, there is roughly a linear
relation between divertor and plasma density; at a midplane
plasma density of 5–631019 m−3 and a similar divertor den-
sity rollover appears followed by detachment without an in-
termediate high-recycling regime. TheEMC3/EIRENE code
ssolid squaresd reproduces qualitatively the results and con-
firms the lack of a high-recycling regime and other observa-
tions or conditions adopted in the code like the mechanism
of flow damping without atomic interference, the importance
of cross-field transport in the SOL, and—at the onset of
detachment—the jump in carbon radiation and the propaga-
tion of the ionization front from the target to the separatrix.12

In the comparison of experiment and model, one has to be
aware that the model yields average values of the divertor
density whereas the measurements are carried out locally.

In Fig. 5 the power deposition at the target plates under
attached and detached conditions are compared. Detachment
is partial and those sectors remain attached, which are mag-
netically connected to the midplane of the plasma at the out-
sidesflux-surface compression leads to high local heat flux at
the midplane outside whereas carbon radiation cools the
plasma at the cold insided. Detachment is restricted in param-
eter space and it requires the island edge structure and the
divertor: if the separatrix–target plate distance is reduced to
less than,2 cm or the connection length exceeds,150 m,
stable partial detachment is replaced by impurity induced
plasma collapse. The dependence of the stability of the de-
tached plasma phase on geometrical parameters is explained
by the EMC3/EIRENE code.12,14 A detailed account of the di-
vertor studies is given in Ref. 15.

IV. PLASMA HEATING

Plasma heating was done with electron cyclotron reso-
nance heatingsECRH; 70 GHz,<0.8 MW in the early op-
eration phase; 140 GHz,<2.4 MW in the later phased, NBI

FIG. 3. Cross section in the elliptical plane of W7-AS: shown are the
vacuum flux surfaces limited by the separatrix of the 5/9 island chain and
two up–down divertor modules with targets, baffles, and titanium
evaporators. FIG. 4. Downstreamsdivertor targetd SOL density versus upstreamsmain

plasma midplaned SOL density in the island divertor configuration. The
closed squares are obtained from 3D-edge modeling usingEMC3/EIRENE.
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heating fup to 2.8 MW absorbed power; in the last phase
with all-co sor all-ctrd beam orientationg, and ion cyclotron
heatingsICRH; up to 1 MW antenna powerd. ECRH is the
fundamental heating power of present and future Wendel-
stein stellarators. In the general operational model of W7-
AS, where the bootstrap current was integrally compensated
by ohmic current, the ohmic heatingsOHd power could be
neglected for all heating scenarios.

Table I shows the development of ECRH gyrotrons for
the Wendelstein Stellarator line starting with 28 GHz on
W7-A in the 1980s, on the basis of a Varian tube, with
70 GHz, again from Varian, with 140 GHz, 3 s from IAP/
Gycom up to the 140 GHz, steady-state tube developed for
W7-X in the collaboration of Thales/Forschungszentrum
KarlsruhesFZKd/École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne
sEPFLd/IPP, and by CIP. The development has demonstrated
pulse lengths, limited by the power supply in the combina-
tion 0.9 MW for 3 min or 0.5 MW for 15 min, respectively.
Spring 2005, the CPI gyrotron has delivered 0.85 MW for 30
minutes.

ECRH of W7-AS was operated under conventional ordi-
nary sOd- and extraordinarysXd-mode conditions for plasma
heating and to study current drivesthough conceptionally not
needed for stellarators, these studies are characterized by
high accuracy because the driven current is directly mea-

sured free from a large OH background currentd. High-
density operation necessitated the development of ECRF
heating beyond the conventional cutoff conditions on the ba-
sis of the known OXB heating scheme.16 The high-density
plasma core was ultimately heated by electrostatic Bernstein
waves. Under optimum conditions a high heating efficiency
s<80%d was achieved. The prerequisites for successful
OXB heating at high efficiency were provided at W7-AS,
viz., steep edge density gradientssLn<0.5–1 cmd and a low
density fluctuation level at the edges<10%d for effective O-
to X-mode coupling and a high plasma densitysne.2.5
31020 m−3 for 140 GHzd for effective mode conversion.
Bernstein wave heating could be demonstrated up to the
fourth harmonics140 GHz at 1.1 Td. An example of OXB
heating is shown in Fig. 6. This scenario was also used for
current drive and heat-wave experiments.17 The inverse pro-
cess was used for temperature profile measurements at ultra-
high densities via electron-Bernstein-wave emission.18 A de-
tailed account of the ECRH studies on W7-AS is given in
Ref. 19.

Different ICRH heating schemes with sufficiently high
single pass absorption were successfully employed on W7-
AS, such as second harmonic heating, minority heating, and
mode conversion.20 Moreover, the toroidal variation of the
magnetic field was used for beach-wave heating.21 Figure 7
shows an example of ICRF beach-wave heating at an an-
tenna power of 0.5 MW. The heating efficiency is<80%.

TABLE I. Development of gyrotrons for ECRF heating of Wendelstein stellarators: status at the end of 2004.

Year FrequencysGHZd PowersMWd Pulse lengthssd Supplier Application

1983 28 0.2 0.04 Varian W7-A

1984 70 0.2 0.1 Varian W7-A

1988 70 0.2 3 Varian W7-AS

1993 140 0.45 1 Gycom W7-AS

1997 140 0.4 3 CPI W7-AS

2002 140 0.9s0.5d 200 s1000d Thales W7-X

2004 140 0.5 600 CPI W7-X

FIG. 5. sColord. Thermographic measurements of the power flux onto the
target plates under attached and detached conditions;EMC3/EIRENEmodeling
of the results.

FIG. 6. Increase of plasma energy during electron Bernstein wave heating
via OXB heatings140 GHzd at a density of 3.531020 m−3 and a magnetic
field of 2.12 T. Basic plasma heating is NBI at 2 MW.
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V. STELLARATOR SPECIFIC ISSUES ADDRESSED
WITH W7-AS

A. Partial optimization

The geometry of W7-AS has been partially optimized.
The parallel currents were reduced in comparison to an
equivalent classicall =2 stellaratorsk j i,ASl / k j i,l=2l<0.5d by
strong shapingsstrong elongation in the corners of the pen-
tagond. As a result, the equilibrium is improved for highb
due to the reduced displacement of the magnetic axissre-
duced Shafranov shiftd. The experimental analysis of the
Shafranov shift as a function ofkbl svia SX tomographyd has
fully confirmed this design property.22,23 Figure 8 shows the
variation of the magnetic axisRaxis with kbl up to 3.4% and
compares the experimental data with the result from free-
boundary equilibrium calculationssNEMEC,24 solid lined.
Good agreement is observed. The inset compares the relative
Shafranov shift of a classicall =2 stellarator with that of
W7-AS and demonstrates the improved equilibrium.

The bootstrap current in W7-AS is tokamak-like: it
causes rotational transform to increase. Figure 9sad shows as
an example the bootstrap current as it develops during the
discharge. In Fig. 9sbd the measured bootstrap current25 is
compared with the neoclassical prediction using theDKES

code.26 The agreement is better than a factor 2. The scatter of

the data is attributed toZeff, which was not measured for
most of the cases.

An important design criterion of W7-X is that the net
bootstrap current is close to zero because the toroidal field
Fourier component is related to the helical onesthe bootstrap
current related to helical curvature reduces rotational trans-
formd. Of larger relevance for W7-X than the W7-AS find-
ings are the results obtained from the Advanced Toroidal
Facility sATFd.27 The proper selection of dipole and quadru-
pole field components of ATF allowed the bootstrap current
to go through zero and change sign in agreement with
theory.28 This observation gives confidence that the bootstrap
current of W7-X will be small in agreement with the optimi-
zation so that the equilibrium properties will not change
much from low to high beta.

The impact of partial optimization on neoclassical ef-
fects is more difficult to demonstrate experimentally than the
one on equilibrium. The neoclassical heat transport, which
governs the plasma core in the long-mean-free pathsLMFPd
regime of W7-AS, is strongly affected by the ambipolar ra-
dial electric field, which may mask the potential role of the
partial orbit optimization. The radial electric field was mea-
sured for many experimental conditions in W7-AS with dif-
ferent levels of turbulence. In the plasma core region it is
well represented by the balance of the neoclassical fluxes and
the experimental results could well be reproduced by the
neoclassicalDKES transport code.26 This applies, however,
also to radial ranges, where turbulent fluxes dominate the
neoclassical ones. The indirect conclusion is, as in many
other cases also, that the turbulent fluxes are mainly of elec-
trostatic nature and do not contribute to plasma ambipolarity.

FIG. 7. Diamagnetic energy of an ECRH/ICRH heated plasma. An ICRH
heating pulse in the beach-wave mode is applied from 0.3–0.5 s. After
0.6 s, ECRH is switched off and the plasma is maintained by beach-wave
ICRF heating alone.

FIG. 8. Shift of the magnetic axis withkbl sexperimental data and NEMEC
calculationd; inset: relative Shafranov shift in W7-AS compared to a classi-
cal l =2 stellarator.

FIG. 9. sad Bootstrap current as it develops during a
W7-AS discharge.sbd The bootstrap current as mea-
sured is compared with the calculated values employing
DKES. Results from two field values, 1.25 T and 2.5 T,
are shown.
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For medium to high density, whenTe<Ti, the plasma
neoclassical transport follows the ion root. The ion root is
always developed at the plasma periphery but generally also
governs the plasma core region. Striking neoclassical trans-
port effects can be observed at low density withTe@Ti when
the electron root develops. The development of the electron
root sin case of W7-AS driven by nonthermal electron fluxes
originating from ECRF heatingd with strongly positive elec-
tric field gives rise to low core transport and thus to high
electron temperatures displaying the profile characteristics of
internal transport barriers. A case is shown in Fig. 10. In the
radial ranger ,5 cm, the ambipolar field was measured to
be strongly positives+400 V/cmd; beyond this radius, the
ion root is established.29 The strong positive electric field
reduces the neoclassical electron heat diffusivity from
10–20 m2/s to 2–5 m2/s. The Te-gradients in the inner
zone are remarkable:¹Te<1 keV/cm,R/LTe smajor radius
to Te-gradient lengthd <60; in the outer by periphery
R/LTe<40. The reduction of heat diffusivity is mostly attrib-
uted to the electric field. Whether also the field gradient—
e.g., the one in the transition zone from ion root in the edge
to electron root in the core—contributed to this reduction,
e.g., via decorrelation of turbulence and reduction of anoma-
lous contributions could not completely be ruled out; on the
other hand, it had also not to be evoked to explain the ob-
servations.

B. Fast particle confinement

In stellarators, the 3D magnetic configuration can lead to
particles on unconfined trajectories. The losses are specifi-
cally severe for energetic particles. In the optimization strat-
egy, a remedy is to locally increaseuBu in zones of large
curvature. Also in the design of W7-X, this effect is embed-
ded sbesides the improved fast particle confinement via the
magnetic well at higherbd. With the use of a fast ion loss
detector, the confinement of fast ions, injected by a radial
neutral injector, was investigated at W7-AS for different to-
roidal mirror ratios employing the separately energized cor-
ner coilsssee Fig. 2d, which allowed to vary the field ratio at
36° selliptical plane, strong curvatured to 0° striangular plane,

straight sectord.30 Figure 11 shows the loss current as a func-
tion of the mirror ratio. Low field in the region of large
curvature leads to enhanced ion losses; high fields in this
region give rise to low fluxes. The mechanism to expel
trapped particles from the regions of larger field curvature,
which would locally enhance drifts, seems to be an appropri-
ate measure to improve the confinement of energetic par-
ticles in 3D-toroidal confinement geometry.

C. Low global shear

The field system of Wendelstein stellarators is designed
for low shear,S. The basic design idea is to avoid low-order
rationals inside the plasma and to utilize the empirically ob-
served good confinement in the proximity of low-order ratio-
nals. This concept-specific feature of confinement is consis-
tently observed in the Wendelstein stellarator linessee Fig.
12d for low and mediumb discharges. In the neighborhood
of low-order rationals, particle and energy confinement can
be good; in between they can be degraded.

In tokamaks, rotational transform decreases to the edge
and the conventional tokamak shows large shear. Advanced
tokamak scenarios rely on low-shear operation made pos-
sible by larger bootstrap current contributions. In these op-
erational scenarios, low-order resonances have to be avoided.
On the other side, transport barriers are observed in close
proximity to low-order rationals. In a tokamak, zones with
good confinement are indicated by local regions with steep
gradients; in low shear stellarators, the global confinement
turns out to show a strongly modulated dependence on iota.
The relation of low-order rational surfaces and ion or elec-
tron transport is a topic of ongoing debatessee Ref. 31 and
references thereind.

The benefit of a radial zone free of major resonances but
with maximally possible shear has specifically been ex-
ploited in the W7-X design, where iotasi; i /2pd is selected
aroundi=1 and the maximal shear is chosen between 5/6
,i,5/5 or 5/5,i,5/4. i increases to the edge; this fea-
ture is favorable because reversed precession of trapped par-
ticles renders more stable conditions against the onset of tur-
bulence. The low-beta tokamak has the opposite radial

FIG. 10. Te profile with 2 MW of central ECRH;ne=231019 m−3. The core
shows the signatures of an internal transport barrier.

FIG. 11. Ion losses from a 30 kV diagnostic injector depending on the
toroidal mirror ratio;Bs36d is the field at the elliptical plasma cross section;
Bs0d is the field at the triangular cross section; the curve guides the eye.
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variation of i; tokamak operation at highbpol with a strong
bootstrap current leads, however, to the same favorable field
characteristics in the plasma core with the additional benefit
of neoclassical tearing mode suppression.

These zones of good confinement in the neighborhood of
low order resonances are the ranges where generally the con-
finement studies are done in W7-AS. In these windows also
transitions into improved regimes like the H-NBI regime
sbest developed close toi=1/3d or the quiescent H* mode
saroundi=1/2d occur. The development of the H-mode dis-
plays a fine structure ini to be discussed in Sec. VII A. As
consequence, there are three levels of confinement:

sad the standard “normal” confinement in the neighbor-
hood ofi=1/3 and 1/2sthese are the ranges, where the
confinement database is establishedd;

sbd the low, substandard level between the maxima;
scd improved regimes with confinement beyond normal

valuessgenerally limited to specifici-windowsd.

At high b, the detailed variation of the confinement withi
disappears.

The confinement results of W7-AS of ai-scan at low
density sne=431019 m−3d with predominant electron trans-
port are shown in Fig. 13. The experimental results are com-
pared with the scaling results from the ISS 95sRef. 32d and
the W7-ASsRef. 33d scalings. The scalings are only related
to the data at the confinement maxima aroundi=1/3 and1

2.
The details of the iota dependence are compared with a heu-
ristic model for the electron energy transport.34 Three contri-
butions are considered:

sad a background of neoclassical transport;
sbd a term subsuming, e.g., electrostatic turbulence and, on

top of it;
scd a local contribution of enhanced turbulence, attributed

to rationals with an amplitude, which depends onn and
m, the toroidal and poloidal mode numbers, and with a
radial extent around the rationals, which depends on
shearS.

The model describes the experimental results quite well. Be-
cause of the complex interplay of confinement, pressure, and
internal currents withi, the behavior is highly nonlinear. This
is seen experimentally but also borne out by the model. Bi-

furcations can occur between different confinement levels.
These were also successfully predicted by the model.34

The spatially nonresolved level of small-scale turbulence
smeasured by microwave or CO2 scatteringd increases at the
transition from “good” to “bad”i-windows. Only indirectly,
from slow i-scans, the turbulence can be attributed to spe-
cific zones inside the plasma possibly associated with
rationals.35 Localized magnetohydrodynamicsMHDd modes
move radially toward the outside and slow down in fre-
quency wheni is increased; different frequency bands merge
which correlates with the development of plateaus in the
Te-profile and a reduction in confinement; finally the fluctua-
tions are detected at the edge by the local Li-beam diagnos-
tics. As soon as the plateaus reach the plasma edge, the con-
finement has reached the low, sub-L-mode level.

D. Magnetic well

In a low-shear device it is the magnetic well, which is
predicted to ensure MHD stability against pressure driven
instabilities. The vacuum field geometry of W7-AS has a
magnetic well in the range of 1–1.5%. In addition, a strong
stabilizing effect results from the magnetic well induced by
the diamagnetic current, which develops with increasingb.

FIG. 12. Variation with iota of the operational plasma density in W2-Asat constant Ar flowd and of the energy contentshydrogen, at constant heating powerd
of W7-A and W7-AS.

FIG. 13. sColord. Energy content vsi; the experimental results are compared
with modeling and the expectations from two confinement scalingssW7-AS
and the ISS 95 scalingd. Windows with improved confinement are indicated;
toward higheri, the plasma cross section is reduced. The effective plasma
radii are pointed out.
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Figure 14 shows a high-b NBI heated discharge with MHD
activity at intermediateb-values, which comprises of two
components: a beam-pressure driven Alfvén wave23 and a
thermal pressure drivenm=2 MHD mode located at thei
=0.5 resonance. Toward high-b beyondkbl=2%, both com-
ponents disappear: the Alfvén mode is stabilized by the in-
creasing thermal electron-b, and the thermal pressure driven
mode is stabilized by the deepening magnetic well and the
radial shift of the resonance toward more stable conditions.
At the highestb values, the discharge becomes remarkably
quiescent as shown by the time tracesfFig. 14sbdg.

VI. TURBULENT TRANSPORT AND CONFINEMENT

The outer plasma zone, which determines the energy
confinement time, is governed by electrostatic turbulencesin
the “good” iota rangesd. The confinement time observed in
W7-AS is comparable to that of tokamaks and reproduces its
main features like power degradation and bifurcations—
specifically to the H-mode. W7-AS was the first “non-
tokamak” to operate in the H-mode,36 which demonstrated
the universality of this confinement mode. Figure 15 com-
pares experimentaltE values to those expected from different
stellarator and tokamak scalings: the international stellarator
scalingsISS 9532d, the W7-AS scalingsAS33d, the Lackner–
Gottardi scalingsL-G37d and the tokamak ELMy H-mode
scaling fIPB98sy,2d38g. The data of Fig. 15 are taken from
discharges at operational limitsshighest electron and ion
temperatures, density,b, confinement time, at detachment
and for the longest steady-state discharged. To allow com-
parison with tokamak confinement,i, B, and the geometry
are rephrased into an effective plasma current; the average
elongation of W7-AS is 1.9. For data points below the line,
the experimental confinement time is longer than expected
from the respective scaling. Most scenarios have better than
predicted confinement time apart from the high density and
the detached cases. Owing to the high density, the effective
plasma radius is reduced in these two casessas noted from
the Te-profiled, an effect which has not been corrected for.
There is an obvious similarity in anomalous tokamak and
stellarator confinement because the experimental data are
equally well described by either tokamak or stellarator scal-
ing. In both cases, global confinement is limited by gradient
driven turbulence. The good agreement seems to justify the
replacement of currentIp by B and geometrical parameters.
The most important aspect of Fig. 15 is the demonstration of

no striking degradation of confinement at operational limits
sapart from the high density case because of a reduction of
the effective plasma minor radius, see Sec. IX Bd.

Despite this global agreement, there are characteristic
differences in tokamak and stellarator confinement.

A. Global tE-scaling

The tE scaling of the W7-AS ECRH discharges at the
L-mode level is:tE<B0.73P−0.5ne

0.5L2.72. The size scalingsLd
is selected to have correct dimensions. It is close to the size
scaling of ISS 95:L2.86.32 Separate scans have shown that the
scaling with theseffectived minor radius isaeff

1.8 yielding a
nearly linear scaling with major radius. Thus the confinement
time approximately scales with volume. Also a distinct but
not well resolved dependence on iota has been found in sepa-
rate scaling experiments:tE< i0.4. This dependence has been
confirmed by TJ-II39 and it is of high importance for W7-X,
which is designed withi close to 1.

The W7-AS scaling can be rephrased in dimensionless
parameters:40 BtE<r−2.53b−0.03n−0.06. The scaling is between
Bohm and gyro-Bohm scaling. The scaling of W7-AS data
meets the Connor–Taylor constraint of low-b plasma mod-
els. An analysis of the data set employing Bayesian probabil-

FIG. 14. sad Mode amplitudes measured by a Mirnov
loop versuskbl; sbd time traces of the highb-discharge
with Mirnov signal, analyzed insad.

FIG. 15. sColord. tE values from different scaling relations against experi-
mental values at operational boundariesshigh b, ne, Te, Ti, tE under de-
tached conditions, and for a quasisteady-state discharged. The W7-AS data
are with hydrogen; the tokamak H-mode scaling is applied assuming deute-
rium as plasma species.
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ity theory reveals an agreement with a collisional low-b
model41 sthe data set for this study did not yet contain the
more recent high-b resultsd.

B. Isotopic effect

No distinct confinement difference is observed between
hydrogen and deuterium dischargessin all collisionality- and
b-ranges, withTe/Ti large or close to 1d. There is also no
obvious isotopic dependence in the required conditions to
transit into the H-mode. Therefore, the results given in Fig.
15 are obtained with H+ sand H0 injectiond. The IPB98sy,2d
scaling results in Fig. 15 are calculated withAi =2!

The only obvious isotopic effect on confinement are the
details of the transition from normal confinementsNCd to the
HDH modessee Sec. VII Bd; here the form of transition with
density depends on the working gas.

Tokamaks have a strong isotopic dependence in many
confinement regimes. It is interesting to note, that for re-
versed shear conditionssas they exist in W7-ASd, also toka-
maks lose this dependence.42

C. Density scaling

Stellarators show a distinct density dependence in con-
finement time up to the limit of 1.5–231020 m−3 sbeyond
this limit, the HDH mode developsd. Unlike tokamaks, this
generalne scaling does not seem to lose its importance in
larger devicessLHD43d. Figure 16 summarizes the role of
density on energy and impuritysaluminum tracerd confine-
ment time. At lower densities the plasma is heated by ECRH
sopen circlesd, whereas at higher densitys.831019 m−3d
NBI heating has been appliedsfull squaresd. With NBI at a
density beyond 1.531020 m−3, the transition into the HDH
regime occurs. The medium to low density cases are com-
pared with the W7-AS and the ISS 95 scaling. In the HDH

regime, the confinement is superior by a factor of 1.5 to 2.
H* results are shown for comparisons3d. Also the impurity
confinement timetI is shown in Fig. 16sdotsd; it is measured
by Al-laser blowoff. This parameter also scales strongly with
density with the consequence, that beyondne<5
31019 m−3 at tI /tE<20 impurity accumulation occurs and
no steady-state operation is possible. At the HDH transition,
whentI /tE<70, tI is strongly reduced and steady-state op-
eration is recovered. The fate of the stellarator line will criti-
cally depend on the impurity transport characteristics. W7-X
will play a crucial role in elucidating this feature under more
reactor relevant conditions. A detailed report on impurity
transport in W7-AS is published in Ref. 44.

D. Lack of Te-profile resilience

A distinct difference to the electron transport as observed
in tokamaks45 seems to be the orthodox response of theTe

profile in W7-A and W7-AS to changes of the heating power
and the power deposition.46 On W7-AS, off-axis heating with
ECRH leads to flatsor hollowd Te profiles inside the deposi-
tion radius. Figure 17 shows a case where the heating power
location has been switched during the discharge from central
to midradius and back to central heating. Off-axis heating
occurs from 0.4 to 0.6 s.

Figure 18sad showsTe profiles in log-representation for
ECRH core heated electron transport dominated discharges
with heating power in a large power range varying from
0.25–2 MW atne=4.831019 m−3. Figure 18sbd shows the
Te gradient smidradiusd and the parameterR/LTe for two
densities. TheTe gradient increases with heating power;
R/LTe is larger than in tokamakssbut the aspect ratio of
W7-AS is 11d and falls with increasing power because of a
strongTe rise in the plasma periphery. For the 2 MW case,
the power flux through the mid radius flux surface is about
0.25 MW/m2.

Heat wave experiments by ECRH modulation yield gen-
erally xHP<xPB for the electron heat diffusivities measured
via heat pulse propagation or obtained from a conventional
power balance analysis. Figure 19 shows the results from on-
and off-axis power modulation. The phase of theTe wave
drops symmetrically to the inside and the outside of the off-
axis deposition radiussr /a=0.45d fFig. 19sadg. TheTe profile

FIG. 16. sColord. Dependence of energystEd and impuritystId confinement
times on the line averaged densitysaeff=0.12 m; i=0.5, Bt=2.5 T, P
=0.65–0.75 MWd. The transition into the HDH regime is indicated. Also
the ratio oftI /tE is givensdotted curved. ThetE values with open symbols
and the H* values are obtained at differentaeff and scaled according to the
W7-AS scalings<aeff

2.2d to allow comparison.

FIG. 17. sColord. Te profiles of an ECRH heated discharge with on- and
off-axis heating phases. Off-axis heating occurs from 0.45–0.65 s, the
power deposition occurs atr =0.12 m.
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is flat in the inside but steep in the outsidefFig. 19sbdg. In a
mixed case with on- and off-axis heatingsat the same total
power of 1.2 MWd, xHP and xPB could be analyzedfFig.
19scdg. Outside ECRH deposition bothxe values are un-
changed. Forr /a,0.45 onlyxHP could be estimated. It rises
from 1,xHP,2.5 m2/s with off-axis heating to 4,xHP

,12 m2/s for 0.6 MW central ECRH power. Also, these
studies do not reveal an intrinsic transport mechanism, which
is governed by turbulence onset at a critical gradientLTe,c. It
is not clear whether the reversed shear profile and the differ-
ent role trapped particles play is the reason.

But there are also similarities in transport between
W7-AS and tokamaks, e.g., in the particle transport of the
working gas which are not necessarily expected. One would
expect that the density profiles of stellarators are flat in cases
without central particle source, because there is no Ware
pinch as stellarators are normally operated without external
momentum input. Stellarator density profiles are flat in the
plasma core under central heating conditions without central
fueling. The gradients reside at the plasma edge in the range
of the recycling source. With core fuelingsNBId, density
profiles peak as a consequence of the changed source distri-
bution. With strong central ECRF heating, the flat density
profile becomes even hollow. With off-axis ECRF heating
and flat central temperature profiles, the core density profile
however peaks without central sourcessee Fig. 20d. There-
fore, also in stellarators, there is a convective inward term.

These observations elucidate the effects which govern
the particle transport: Particle diffusion, thermal diffusion,
and a convective particle inward term play a role. Thermal
diffusion causes flat density profiles at peakedTe profiles.
The experimental analysis shows that the thermally driven
sG< ¹Ted neoclassical flux component, which is outward di-
rected in stellarators, can explain the hollowne profiles of

central ECRH heating. The convective inward term, caused
by anEr /Te term in the transport equation or resulting from
the background turbulence, causes the density profile to peak
when the centralTe gradient is flatsowing to off-axis heat-
ingd and thermal diffusion does not enter.EIRENE code cal-
culations show that the core fueling rate can indeed be ig-
nored in these ECRF heated plasmas.47

VII. IMPROVED CONFINEMENT REGIMES

A. H-mode

In the experiment a fairly complex manifestation of the
H-mode is observed, depending on the magnetic configura-
tion, on density and heating power.

The H-mode of W7-AS shares with the one found in
tokamaks the following characteristics:

sad The H-mode develops most easilyslow powerd with
separatrix edge.

sbd It can develop with grassy edge localized modes
sELMsd, solitary large ELMs, with dithering and qui-
escent phases.

scd The H-mode transition or back-transition and the ap-
pearance of ELMs are, like in tokamaks, marked by the
Ha traces and readily seen in all turbulence monitors.

sdd The edge fluctuation level strongly decreases at the
transition.

sed Steep parameter gradients develop at the plasma edge.
sfd The H-mode correlates with the development of an

electric field well at the plasma edge. The transition
occurs typically at a field ofEr ,200–300 V/cm and a
field gradient¹Er ,100 V/cm2; during the H-phase
the well further decreases down to values ofEr

,700 V/cm and a field gradient¹Er ,200 V/cm2.

FIG. 18. sColord. sad Log-lin plot of Te profiles for an
ECRH power scan ranging from 0.25–2 MW;sbd Te

gradient andR/LTe values vs ECRH power; theR/LTe

range typical for tokamaks is indicated.

FIG. 19. sColord. sad Radial variation of the heat wave
phasesoff-axis deposition atr /a=0.45d; sbd Te profiles
speaked profile: on-axis power 0.6 MW+off-axis
power 0.6 MW; flat profile: off-axis power 1.2 MWd;
scd heat-wave and power balancexe for the case with
0.6 MW on +0.6 MW off-axis heating.
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sgd The H-mode remains typically for a confinement time
after the heating pulse has been terminated; then an
L-mode back transition occurs.

shd ELMs originate from the plasma edge with a pivot
point which resides about 1–3 cm inside the separa-
trix.

sid ELMs expel particles and energy and they last for
about 200ms.

sjd The energy and particle content losses from larger, dis-
tinct ELM are typically 5%.

skd Quiescent H-phases are prone to impurity accumula-
tion despite of broad density profiles.

The following differences to typical tokamak H-mode
characteristics seem to be of relevance:

sad Judged by the presence of grassy ELMs, the H-mode
can develop right at the beginning of the discharge
without noticeable transition.

sbd The transition into the quiescent H-mode occurs at a
critical spower dependentd density and has an upper
power limit. Because of the critical role of the density,
a delay between the heating pulse and the H-transition
cannot clearly be concluded.

scd The quiescent H-mode develops in small iota windows
in the neighborhood ofi,0.5 when the plasma edge is
bounded by an island separatrix.

sdd At high density, the H-mode can develop in the form of
the high-density H-modesHDHd with good energy
and—opposite to the conventional H-mode—low im-
purity confinement.48

sed Around i=0.34, under limiter conditions at low to
moderate densities the so called H-NBI mode
develops;49 the name has historical reasons because,
originally, it seemed to be restricted exclusively to NBI
heating. The steep gradient radius and the origin of
small ELM-like fluctuations are located further in.
Later, means were developed to initiate the H-NBI
mode also aroundi=0.5 swith the tendency to develop
a regular ELMy H-moded and with ECRH.

Figure 21 shows a typical NBI heated H-mode dis-
charge. The transition occurs spontaneously at about 400 ms
in a phase where the density has been increased up to a new
plateau. In this phase of constant density, the energy content
W keeps growing up to the transition when it further in-

creases by about 50%. The H-mode transition is depicted by
the Ha radiation; ELMs appear in the H-phase. At about
600 ms, NBI has been turned off. The plasma remains in the
H-phase for about 20 ms; then an L-mode back transition
occurs. This delay is a known feature of tokamak H-modes.50

The back transition causes an increase ofHa and a faster
decay ofW and the density. The tangent in Fig. 21 helps to
guide the eye.

Figure 22 shows a quiescent H-transition. Plotted areHa,
floating potential at two radii inside the separatrix, the edge
ion temperature, and the perpendicular flow velocitysboth
measured by passive spectroscopyd and on the right sidesfor

a similar discharged, Ḃ and ñ sfrom reflectometryd. At the
plasma edge the H-transition causes a rise in the ion tempera-
ture and the perpendicular flow; the electric field becomes
more negative and the fluctuation level sharply decreases.

Figure 23 shows the H-mode variants with the 5/9 is-
land separatrix as edge conditions in aP vs knel operational
plane. H-modes have been obtained with ECRH and NBI
down to the technical power limits of 0.25 MW.51 A possible
power threshold is lower than in conventional tokamaks. The
low value of W7-AS may reflect the low neoclassical damp-
ing of poloidal flow owing to the large aspect ratio. As
spherical tokamaks seem to have a higher power threshold
than conventional tokamaks, these differences of the three
toroidal confinement concepts may point toward an intrinsic
aspect ratio scaling of the H-mode power threshold.52 The
power threshold scaling of Ref. 52, which includes the effect
of aspect ratio as obtained from spherical tokamaks, yields
1 MW for W7-AS—at least a factor of 4 too high.

FIG. 20. sColord. Density profile during ECRH in the on-axis/off-axis sce-
nario of Fig. 17.

FIG. 21. Energy contentW, beam heating powerPNBI, density and gas puff
rate, andHa for an ELMy H-mode discharge. Lines indicate the gradual
increase ofW prior to the H-transition at constant power and density and the
slopes ofW after NBI has been terminated or the H–L back transition has
occurred, respectively.
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ELMy H-modes are obtained in a large parameter range.
The quiescent H-mode is restricted in operational space with
a tight coupling between density and heating power. The
HDH mode ssee Sec. VII Bd can be accessed from ELMy
phases or from the H*-mode. It is restricted to high density.

Figure 24 is another operational diagram spanning den-
sity andi. The data points show H- and L-mode plasmas and
indicate three H-mode windows at specifici-values. Also
shown is the density limit for the heating power of 0.4 MW
ssee Sec. IX Bd. H-modes can be operated close to the den-
sity limit swhich nominally varies withi because of the in-
trusion of edge islands, which modulate the plasma cross
section and with it the heating power density, which is a
scaling parameter of the density limit;53 see Sec. IX Bd. In-
dicated in Fig. 24 are also the ranges with large poloidal
viscosity due to the specific field spectrum at the edge of
W7-AS. Obviously, the quiescent H-mode cannot develop in

regions with low order islands at the edge and, as a conse-
quence, with strong poloidal damping.54 sA similar
i-dependence of the H-mode transition conditions are ob-
served in He-J,55 the H-mode windows do, however, not co-
incide with the conditions for low damping!d

Figure 25 shows for two separate discharges the varia-
tion of the spectroscopically measured radial electric fieldEr,
the diamagnetic term¹pi /ene, deduced from the local pa-
rameterssTi, ne, andnC, the measured carbon densityd, and
the poloidal flow velocityvQ resulting from the difference
between field and diamagnetic component.vF is assumed to
be zero at the plasma edge, which seems to be justified at the
prevailing high edge densities; the few experimental checks
on vF at the edge confirm this. For orientation, theHa traces
are also given.sBecause of the uncertainty in the data, two
cases at different parameters are shown to elucidate the com-
mon features.d

FIG. 22. sColord. Ha, floating potential at two radii
close to the separatrix, edge ion temperaturesred sym-
bolsd and perpendicular plasma flow velocity for a tran-

sition into a quiescent H-mode. Right side:Ḃ from
Mirnov loops andñ at the edge from reflectometry of a
similar snot the samed discharge.

FIG. 23. sColord. Operational rangesheating power versus electron densityd
of the different forms of H-modes in W7-AS. Also given are the density
limit sdashed curved and the operational limitssneMAX =431020 m−3,Pmin

<0.25 MWd; the tokamak H-mode power threshold is also plottedslined.

FIG. 24. sColord. ne−isad operational H-mode range. The symbols discrimi-
nate between L-sopend and H-modesclosedd plasmas. The dashed curve
shows the expected density limit for 0.4 MW NBIsthe variation withi
originates from the variation ofaeff, causing the power density, which is a
scaling parameter, to varyd. The zones of large poloidal flow damping are
also indicatedsbars, denoted bymQd.
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Both discharges develop a quiescent H-modesNo. 47108
at ne=0.731020 m−3, PNBI =0.4 MW, No. 47121 atne=1.2
31020 m−3 and 1.2 MWd. The independently determinedEr

and¹pi /ene agree quite well up to the H-transition. This is
also borne out in a larger database.56 Both parameters start to
develop when dithers appear and further deepen at the
H*-transition. In the H-phase,Er and ¹pi /ene no longer
match. Obviously, av3B term swe assume avQ3B term
and ignore avF3B term at the edged develops which con-
tributes to further reduce thesnegatived electric field. It is
possible that this term, which is given by the poloidal mo-
mentum balance, introduces thei-variation in the H-mode
transition conditions. The agreement ofEr and¹pi /ene in the
L-phase and the disagreement in the H* phase are shown in
Fig. 26 in more detail.

Figure 27 expands the time scales for the transition and
plots the L→H transition and the H→L back transitionsaf-
ter the NBI pulse has been switched offd. The back transition
is delayed and occurs about 12 ms after beam switchoff.
Plotted are again the spectroscopically measuredEr supple-
mented byEr deduced from Doppler reflectometry.57 The
Doppler data require the presence of turbulence, as provided
in the L-phase or during ELMs. Between ELMs, no signal is
available. The poloidal propagation of turbulence is used to
assessEr. The agreement of both methods is good; reflecto-
metry provides the better time resolution. Plotted in Fig. 27
is also the power level of the turbulencesmeasured with the

same probingm-wave beam at identical locationd. All data
are taken in the vicinity of the profile pivot point from L- to
H-mode.

The transition into the H-mode shows a preceding phase
whereEr already deepenssthe absolute value of the negative
Er is plottedd and the turbulence gradually reduces. The tran-
sition occurs typically at an¹Er =103 kV/m2. Interesting is
the back transition. As soon as the beams are switched off at
0.6 s, uEru decreases and the turbulence level increases
slightly, and scattering signal appears sufficient to measure
the propagation of the fluctuations and to deduceEr. At the
back transition,Er and simultaneously the fluctuation power
jump snote the logarithmic scale for the fluctuationsd. The
jump in fluctuation power is consistently observed; the one
in Er does not seem to be a generic feature. Doppler reflec-
tometry with temporal resolution optimized down to 10ms
shows that the fluctuation power and the fluctuation propa-
gation velocity display anticorrelated oscillations in the vi-
cinity of the transition,58 i.e., a decreased propagation veloc-
ity srespectively, a decrease in its sheard correlates with an
intermittent increase of the fluctuation level.

In the second L-phase, theuEu field continues to decrease
sthe plasma energy content decays after termination of the
heating powerd, the fluctuation level continuously increases
until both saturate in the evanescent phase of the plasma.
Both transitions exemplify the close correlation betweenE
field or its gradient and turbulence.

The H-transition occurs or is lost under conditions,
which are gradually approached in the pre-srespectively, the
post-d phases.

The H-mode of W7-AS shows the features as typically
observed in tokamaks: Generally transition during the heat-
ing phase favorably under separatrix conditions, dithers, de-
layed back transition, ELMs and quiescent phases, relation
betweenEr sor ¹Erd and the turbulence level,Er is predomi-
nantly but not exclusively determined by the diamagnetic
contribution. Major differences seem to be the distinctly
lower power threshold, a power dependent density threshold

FIG. 25. sColord. vQ, Er, ¹pi /ene, andHa, for two H-mode examples with
transitions into quiescent phases. Two cases at different density and beam
power are shownsNo. 47108 atne=0.731020 m−3, PNBI =0.4 MW; No.
47121 atne=1.231020 m−3 and 1.2 MW;B0=2.5 Td.

FIG. 26. Er vs ¹pi /ene for the two discharges shown in Fig. 25.

FIG. 27. sColord. Er deduced from spectroscopy and from Doppler reflec-
tometry and the fluctuation powerslog scaled for the L- to H-transitionsleftd
and the H- to L-back transitionsrightd. The transitions and the termination of
NBI heating are indicated by vertical bars.
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for the transition into the H-mode to become quiescent in
NBI heated plasmas and—like in L- and H-mode
confinement—no obvious isotopic scaling in the power
threshold.

B. High-density H mode

At even higher density, the dynamics of the plasma
changes once more. A transition into the HDH-mode occurs
sFig. 23d.48 This mode is accessible from the quiescent
H-mode sH*d or from NC snormal confinement, either
L-mode or ELMy H-moded, which is, in this high-density
regime, established by NBI with rather peaked density pro-
files. The transition into the HDH-mode can thus occur from
a state with broadsH*d or a state with peaked density pro-
files. It always ends in a state with very broad density pro-
files. The HDH-mode is free of ELMs possibly the edge
bootstrap current is small at the high edge collisionalities.

The transition from H* to HDH is initiated by gas puff-
ing to increase the density. The transition requires a critical
density, which itself depends on heating powersPabs

=0.7 MW:ne=1.531020 m−3; 1.4 MW:ne=1.831020m−3;
2.45 MW:ne=2.231020 m−3d. With the gas puff,uEru be-
comes smaller and, after a dwell time, HDH develops, the
impurity radiation drops and moves to the plasma edge, and
the power flow onto the target plates rises.

With beam fueling, the preceding phases are prone to
impurity accumulation, increase of core radiation and dis-
charge collapse irrespective of the density profile formsNC
or H*d. As soon as the HDH-mode is reached, the impurity
confinement time rapidly dropssFig. 16d and the plasma pu-
rifies itself. Figure 28 shows energy content, line density, and
total radiation of different confinement regimesfH*, NC
sELMy H-mode in this cased, HDH, detached plasmag. H*

and ELMy H-modes do not reach steady state; H* is subject
to a rapid and the ELMy H-mode to a slow increase in ra-
diation. HDH and detached plasmas reach steady state. The
radiation profile strongly changes from core dominated to an
edge dominated radial profile. The energy content of the
ELMy H-mode has first a maximum because it is mostly
ELM-free but decreases thereafter by a factor of two due to
increasing ELM activity. Under detached conditions, the
edge radiation is close to 100%; the energy content does not

further rise with density because detachment leads to a re-
duction of the effective plasma cross section. In summary, at
high density, small changes decide on the confinement re-
gime which develops operationally.

The change in energy confinement time at the transition
to HDH depends strongly on the pre-phase: Starting from
NC, tE rises at the transitionsconfinement enhancement fac-
tor fH<1.7–2d, starting from the H*-mode, the confinement
remains about the samesFig. 16d. The ratio oftI /tE drops
from 50 to 2, demonstrating the striking impact of the HDH
conditions on the impurity confinement. The HDHtI /tE ra-
tio would excellently meet ignition conditions.59

It is difficult to understand the sudden decrease in impu-
rity confinement and simultaneous increase oftE going from
NC to HDH. At the transition,tE andtI are no longer con-
forming to each other:tE increases,tI decreases. A canonical
relation observed basically in all confinement transitions
swith and without edge or internal transport barrier, from
broad to peaked density profilesd and reflected by majortE

scaling parametersspower, ion mass in case of tokamaksd
seems to be violated. Obviously a specific butsunfortu-
natelyd not yet unravelled mechanism sets in at the edge,
which discriminates between energy and impurity transport.

Both for tokamaks and stellarators the proton density
profile form plays an important role for the ratio of
vin,imp/Dimp which governs impurity transport and steady-
state characteristics. Qualitatively, it may be understandable
that the broadening of the density profile at the transition
from NC with peakedne profiles to HDH with broad ones
removes the impurities. Indeed, laser-blowoffsLBOd mea-
surements show thatvin,impsad is the quantity, which changes
strongly at the transition to HDH. Applying a simplified
transport modelfDimpsrd=const,vin,impsrd=vin,impsadsr /aeffdg,
vin,impsad was found to be strongly reduced from
−10 m/s to −2.7 m/s from NC to HDH whereasDimp stays
rather invariant at 0.1 m2/s.60 The question remains, which
mechanism causesvin,impsad at the edge to strongly change
whereasD andtE remain rather invariant.

The HDH regime is close to the operational density limit
of W7-AS and if the absolute value ofne is governing the
transition parameter, it may only be accessible by high-field
tokamaks. For normal tokamaks, the above density values
are close to or beyond the Greenwald limit.61 But the HDH-
mode may be related to the EDA-mode of Alcator C-mod,62

operating at high field and high density, which appears with
rather similar featuressH-mode energy, L-mode impurity
confinement, no ELMsd.63

During the EDA-mode of C-mod, a quasicoherent insta-
bility appears at the plasma edge, which is interpreted as
resistive ballooning mode connected to the magnetic particu-
larities of the X-point.64 There is no evidence of a similar
instability at the edge of HDH plasmas in W7-AS. This mode
has been searched for with all available edge diagnostics. Its
presence would have been noted.fThis mode has also been
observed at the edge of ELM-free H-modes of thesoldd
ASDEX65 at lower densities; in ASDEX, the quasicoherent
mode could not prevent impurity accumulation in quiescent
phases.g

The HDH regime allows steady plasma operation and it

FIG. 28. sColord. Energy contentW, line average densityne, and total ra-
diation Prad vs time for different conditions: H* s1d, NC sELMy H-moded
s2d, HDH s3d and under detached conditionss4d. PNBI =1.4 MW.
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is rather robust. This mode can easily be established for all
powers above 0.7 MWspower flux across the separatrix:
0.06 MW/m2d and it is established for the highestb-values
achieved in W7-AS. Considering the advantages of high den-
sities for divertor operation, the HDH-mode may be the pre-
ferred operational mode for W7-Xsdepending on the neces-
sary transition power and the accessibility possibly restricted
by the density limitd. Then the role of the collisionalityn in
the transition conditions and further characteristics of the
HDH-mode can be explored. In case a more ubiquitous char-
acter of the HDH mode emerges in the W7-X operation, it
might be the favored operational mode in the future because
it combines good energy confinement and low impurity con-
finement without the need of ELMs. The importance to reach
the HDH regime is obvious from the fact that W7-AS did
show impurity accumulation beyond a density of 5
31019 m−3; only the HDH regime at high density provided
steady-state conditions.

Assuming that the transition density into the H-mode
scales with power densityP/Vol like the density limit does
ssee Sec. IX Bd, the following scaling is obtained from the—
however scarce—W7-AS data: ncrit HDH,20=1.66
sPabs/Vold0.3. Applying the HDH density scaling and the
density limit scaling as found on W7-AS,ncrit HDH,nDL for
Pabs.3 MW; the accessibility of the HDH regime is not
restricted by the density limit. In case a minimum density of
1.531020 m−3 is necessary in W7-X for the HDH regime
like in W7-AS, a heating power of 30 MW is necessary, a
level which is foreseen in stage-II heating.

C. H-NBI mode

At i=0.34, the otheri-window with good confinement,
the conventional H-mode with steep gradients right at the
separatrix does not appear probably because only limiter op-
eration is possible. In thisi-range another good confinement
mode, termed the H-NBI mode,49,66 develops at low to me-
dium densities, again outside the operational windows for the
conventional quiescent H-mode. Because of the large plasma
cross sectionsaeff<0.18 md, the best confinement times
have been obtained in this regime. This mode does not de-
velop in a fast transition but develops graduallystypically
within 100 msd in a time longer than the confinement time.
The transition occurs at constant density and is characterized
by a self-sustained evolution of the plasma temperatures,
which increase, and temperature profiles, which expand.

The characteristic element of the H-NBI-mode is a nar-
row density profile with gradients shifted inward and lowne

at the edge. These conditions allow for broad profiles ofTe

andTi with steep gradients in the region of lower densities,
i.e., outsider /a<0.7 where approximatelyTi =Te. Both high
Ti and strong temperature gradients cause strongly negative
values ofEr. The deep well ofEr sand large¹Erd extends
over a wide range from the plasma edge towards the center.

A general decrease of turbulence level is observed dur-
ing the extended transition phase and neoclassical
transport—though reduced by the electric field—dominates
for r ,2/3a. MeasuredErsrd are close to those calculated
from the neoclassical ambipolarity condition via theDKES

code.26 The steep pressure gradient does not reside at the
very plasma edge as in the conventional quiescent H-mode
but is shifted to about 2/3a. Small ELMs are also observed
in H-NBI with a pivot point rpp, which is located at the
maximum of −¹p and which has moved with it further in
sfrom rs−rpp<1.5 cm in H* to <4.5 cm in H-NBI; r /aeff

,0.75d.
A prerequisite to achieve the H-NBI mode is sufficient

ion heating at a low edge density and limiter operation pref-
erably with the inner limiters. A minimum ion heating power
is required; with reduced NBI the transition is delayed. The
narrow density profile requires low recycling conditions
sgood wall conditioning by boronizationd and preferentially
beam fueling from NBIshistorically the latter gave the name
for this regimed. Strong gas puffing and ECRH—both in-
crease the edge density—can lead to a destruction of the
H-NBI mode.

Under controlled conditions, the H-NBI mode can also
develop with ECRH or ECRH plus NBI even under separa-
trix conditions aroundi=0.5. There is, however, the latent
tendency that the maximum inuEru decreases and moves to
the plasma edge and the discharge develops to a conven-
tional ELMy H-mode without further improved confinement
properties.67

The best confinement times of W7-ASstE=60 msd have
been observed in the H-NBI regime with moderate heating
power PNBI =0.35 MW and maximum density which could
be obtained stationary under these limiter conditions. At
moderate densities,knel=0.631020 m−3, and maximally
achieved heating power sPNBI,abs=0.85 MW+PECRH

=0.35 MWd high values ofTi and of neTitE have been ob-
tainedssee Table IId.

VIII. STABILITY

In stellarator operation proper, only pressure driven in-
stabilities develop in W7-AS: MHD modes, which are driven
by the thermal pressure, and global Alfvén eigenmodes
sGAEd, which are driven by the fast particle pressure of NBI.
At the edge, ELMs appear in the H-mode, destabilized by
either the edge pressure gradient or the edge bootstrap cur-
rent. Only with additional currents, driven ohmically or with
ECCD, current driven instabilities are induced.68

Pressure driven MHD does not play a detrimental role as
long as the location of the resonance does not reside in the
region of steep gradients. High-b discharges are found to be
rather quiescent, because both MHD and GAE modes are
stabilizedssee Fig. 14 and the related discussiond. Figure 29
shows measured and computedswith CAS3D

69d GAE m=3
mode patterns. The GAE-mode is localized just beneath the
s3,1d shear Alfvén continuum band. Only bursting high-
frequency GAE modes lead to beam particle losses or beam-
power redistribution. Detailed reports are available on the
GAE modes observed on W7-AS;70,71 a detailed account of
MHD studies on W7-AS is given in Ref. 71.

ELMs in W7-AS have basically the same featuressrela-
tive location, duration, broadband frequency spectrum, en-
ergy loss, level of power deposition onto target platesd as in
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tokamaks. Figure 30sad shows the power flux onto the di-
vertor target at the transition from an L-phase into an ELMy
H-mode.

ELMs give rise to power fluxes up to 20 MW/m2. Be-
tween ELMs, there is a low power flux. Figure 30sbd shows
target plate deposition profiles for various conditions—L-
phase, HDH-phase, H*-phase, and the low flux between
ELMs. For the cases investigated, the widths of the profiles
are about the same; also the energy of an ELM is deposited
at about the same profile width.

IX. OPERATIONAL LIMITS

A. Maximal parameters

The maximal parameters achieved with W7-AS under
separate conditions are given in Table II.

B. High-density operation and density limit

High-density operation was carried out at W7-AS with
gas puff fueling onlysno multi-H-pellet injection was avail-
abled. Successful high-density operation required good
boundary conditionsse.g., the island divertord. Figure 31
shows the highest densities achieved with W7-AS compared
with the density values stored in the ITER72 H-mode data-
base. The two data groups are well separated: Unlike con-
finement, the physics of the density limit seems to be differ-
ent between tokamaks and stellarators. In W7-AS, the
density limit manifests itself by a gradual decay of the
plasma owing to excessive edge radiation.73 At sufficient
separatrix–target plate separation, the plasma entered into a
stage of stable detachment. In this case, the effective plasma
cross sections shrinked and the energy content reduced;

closer to a limiter configuration, the plasma thermally col-
lapsed. High density operation in W7-AS violated the power
balance and not, like in tokamaks, an MHD stability condi-
tion. No disruptive density limit has been observed in
W7-AS up to the measuredb values when operated as stel-
larator proper. The density limit of W7-AS follows the scal-
ing: ne,max=1.462sP/Vd0.48B0.54 sMW, T, 1020 m−3d.53

In case of tokamaks, plasma transport increases when
the density limit is approached. In the case of W7-AS, the
situation is different, as shown in Fig. 32. Plotted is the con-
finement enhancement factor f—the ratio of measured to
scaledtE values—against line averaged density. The curves
show cases with different effective radii, varied by small
changes of iota. Thus, also the distance separatrix–target
plate has been varied. The two cases with largeaeff and small
distance end in a rapid collapse caused by excessive impurity
radiation; the three cases with smaller radii and larger
separatrix–target distances transit into stably detached phases
sright vertical bard. Plotted is also the Greenwald density
limit calculated from the effective plasma current and the
density limit values expected from the stellarator scaling as
given above for the two extremeaeff values.

Close to the Greenwald limit, plasma confinement does
not decrease like in tokamaks, but it increases at the transi-
tion to the HDH regimesleft vertical bard. At the transition
into detachment, confinement decreases. To what extent the
decrease of the energy content is caused by the reduced
plasma cross section or by an additionally enhanced trans-
port could not be explored. Heat-wave studies employing the
OXB-heating scheme17,18 at ne=3.531020 m−3 did not show
any anomalously enhancedxeff.

TABLE II. Maximal plasma parameters of W7-AS.

Te=6.8 keV B0=2.5 T; ia=0.34;ne=231019 m−3; PECRH=2 MW;
electron root

Ti =1.7 keV B0=2.5 T; ia=0,52;ne=531019 m−3; PECRH=0.5 MW; PNBI =1.3 MW
ion root; NBI-H-mode

ne=431020 m−3 B0=2.5 T; ia=0.55; PNBI =2.4 MW; Te=0.35 keV;
HDH-mode

kbl=3.4% B0=0.9 T; ia=0.5; ne=231020 m−3; PNBI =2.8 MW;
HDH-mode

tE=0.06 s B0=2.5 T; ia=0.345;ne=1.131020 m−3; PNBI =0.33 MW;
H-NBI-mode

neTitE=531021 eV sm−3 B0=2.5 T; ia=0.345;ne=1.131020 m−3; PNBI =0.33 MW;
H-NBI-mode

FIG. 29. sColord. m=3 GAE mode at 28 kHz measured
via SX tomography;sad Alfvén continuum bands with
the mode location in space and frequency;sbd measured
mode pattern;scd mode pattern calculated with the
CAS3D code.
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C. High- b studies

The maximalkbl values in W7-AS of up to 3.4% were
still power and not MHD limited with basically the same
power degradation oftE close to theb-limit as at lowb. The
maximal coreb values reached up to 7%. Maximalb values
were obtained with beam heating in the range 0.9 T,B0

,1.25 T sfor lower field values, the effective beam heating
power decreasedd. The collisionality of the core of the highb
plasma is marginally in the plateau regime. Figure 33 shows
the maximalkbl values in comparison to those of the ITER
database. The two data groups are again well separated. Like
the density limit and different to confinement, also the
mechanisms which limitkbl seem to be different in W7-AS
and tokamaks. A detailed account of high-b studies on
W7-AS is given in Ref. 22.

X. STEADY-STATE OPERATION

Unlike W7-X, W7-AS is not equipped with supercon-
ducting coils. The potential for steady-state operation could
only be demonstrated in pulses up to 1.8 s and from the
characteristics of the impurity transport. Figure 34 shows a
quasisteady-state HDH-discharge at highb with the time
axes sabscissad scaled by the confinement time during the
plateau phase. The high-b phase can be maintained stably

and quasisteady state for about 65 confinement times.fAt the
end of this discharge, the heating power increasesby about
200 kWd allows to assess a remaining response of the plasma
and the proximity to theb limit.g The plasma parameters
under these conditions are of high programmatic relevance:
The SOL midplane density is typically 3–831019 m−3; the
neutral pressure inside the divertor is about 10−3 mbar, suf-
ficient for particle control. The ratio of impurity to energy
confinement time can be as small as 2, which fulfills the
general target for ignitions,5d; the confinement times6 msd
agrees with the superior W7-AS scaling. To allow compari-
son with tokamaks:q<2, the Greenwald factorn/nGW

<3.0; bN<12.
Figure 35 plots the high-b values of W7-AS against the

duration of the high-b phase and compares the results with

FIG. 30. sColord. Profiles of the power deposition onto the divertor target.
sad At the transition from L- to ELMy H-mode and at an ELM;sbd deposi-
tion profiles in different regimes.

FIG. 31. sColord. Density limit values of W7-AS compared to the density
values of the ITER H-mode database plotted against the Greenwald density
limit scurrent is replaced by field and geometry parametersd.

FIG. 32. Plotted is the confinement enhancement factorf =tEexp/tEscal,ISS95

vs density for five discharge with different effective minor radiiaeff. The
variation of the cross sections is done by slight variation of iota. Plotted is
also the transition into the HDH-regimesleft bard and the transition into a
detached phasesfor the cases with smaller cross sections, viz. larger
separatrix–target plate distancesd. The Greenwald limitscalculated from the
equivalent currentsd and the density limit expected from the stellarator scal-
ing sfor the two extreme cases inaeffd are indicated.

FIG. 33. sColord. Maximal kbl values of W7-AS compared with theb
values of the ITER H-mode database.
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those accumulated from tokamaks. Though W7-AS did not
reach the spectacular but transient beta values of tokamaks, it
is able to maintain highb values for longer phases than
achieved in tokamakssstatus 2003d. This quality may already
indicate the intrinsic property of stellarators for steady-state
operation.

XI. neTitE VALUES

Figure 36 shows selectedneTitE data points of W7-AS,
again achieved at operational boundaries against the mag-
netic energysB0

2 Vold. The data points are compared with
tokamak data.74 The small W7-AS device does, of course,

not reach the high values of the large tokamaks. But the
results lie amidst the tokamak data though they are obtained
close to operational boundariessbeta, density, confinementd.

The data point for W7-X at the maximal density and
heating power, expected along the W7-AS confinement and
density limit scalings and W7-AS profile shapes, is also
shown.

XII. THE NEXT STEP: W7-X

After nearly 14 years with 56 953 discharges, W7-AS
suspended operation at the end of July 2002. The develop-
ment of the Wendelstein stellarator line will continue with
the W7-X device.75 W7-X, presently under construction in
Greifswald, Mecklenburg-Vorpommern, Germany, is a fully
optimized stellarator. Its optimization is based on the concept
of quasi-isodynamicity. A truly isodynamic confinement
geometry76 has poloidal symmetry with the consequence that
plasma flow occurs only on flux surfaces without radial con-
tributions. Such a system would avoid the orbit losses of fast
particles and the radial neoclassical fluxes would be zero. In
toroidal geometry, only quasi-isodynamic symmetry can be
realized.77

W7-X has, as its predecessors W7-A and W7-AS, a five-
fold toroidal symmetry. The magnetic field is increased at the
corners of the pentagon to localize reflected particles to the
straight sectors where their banana orbits rotate poloidally.
This linked-mirror concept excludes trapped particles from
the zones of strong field inhomogeneity. A quasi-isodynamic
system allows the same neoclassical particle confinement
quality as given hypothetically in true isodynamicity or with
axisymmetry. Figure 37 compares the orbits of a trapped
particle in the W7-AS and the W7-X geometry: in W7-AS, it
is on a loss orbit, in W7-X it precesses poloidally.78

In order to provide flux surfaces with small Shafranov
shift toward highb, the pressure driven Pfirsch–Schlüter cur-
rents have to be minimized. Quasi-isodynamicity allows the
reduction ofk j i

2l / k j'
2 l, which is 2/i2 for the classical stellar-

ator to 0.32/i2 for W7-X s0.85/i2 for W7-ASd. Improved
equilibrium conditions are achieved by strong shaping; the
elongation of W7-X is 3.6 in the corners of the pentagon.
Figure 38 compares the pressure driven current lines of

FIG. 34. Averagekbl, line density, beam and radiation power of a high-b
discharge plotted against time normalized by the confinement time of the
plateau phase. At the end of the discharge the heating power was increased
to assess the proximity to theb-limit. Bt=0.9 T.

FIG. 35. Averagekbl against the normalized flat-top duration. The range of
tokamak data is indicated. The best data point of ASDEX Upgradesstatus
31.12.03d is also shown.

FIG. 36. The triple productneTitE against the magnetic energyswithin the
plasma volumed. The W7-AS results are taken at operational boundaries.
The tokamak area is indicatedscourtesy of R. Weynantsd. 3 denotes the
expected value for W7-X as determined from the W7-AS scaling.
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W7-AS with those of W7-X. The optimization achieved with
W7-X is obvious; the current flows mostly perpendicularly
to the field lines.

For the goal of a flux surface geometry which is rather
independent of plasma pressure, also the bootstrap current
was minimized for W7-X. This was possible in the frame of
quasi-isodynamicity by relating the helical and toroidal field
Fourier coefficients.79 The rotational transform of W7-X has
been selected close toi=1. Two limits are possible withi
varying from core to edge between 0.8,i,1 and 1,i
,1.2. Thus maximal shear is possible between these bound-
aries whereas the major resonances 5/6, 5/5, and 5/4 are
avoided. An edge separatrix is formed either with the 5/5 or
the 5/4 island chains. Like on W7-AS they will be used to
operate W7-X with an island divertor.80

W7-X is optimized according to the following criteria:

sad nested flux surfaces without major resonances and only
small islands;

sbd low Shafranov shift toward highb;
scd good MHD stability properties with a stability limit

close tokbl<5%;
sdd low neoclassical losses in the long-mean-free-path re-

gime;
sed low bootstrap current in the long-mean-free path re-

gime to maintain the field optimization from low to
high b;

sfd sufficiently longa-particle confinement time in a later
reactorsta<tslowing downd.

Figure 39 shows computer graphics of W7-X with

plasma, divertor installation, the plasma vessel, the two sets
of superconducting coilssnonplanar modular coils and planar
coils to change, e.g., rotational transformd, the outer cryostat.
The major design parameters of W7-X are shown in Table
III.

The final figures show the development of W7-Xsstatus
end of 2004d. Figure 40 shows the first modular coil in the
manipulator with which it will be moved during assembly
over the vessel onto its final position; Fig. 41 shows the same
for a planar coil; Fig. 42 shows a photo of the vessel piece
partly covered with the thermal insulation; and Fig. 43 shows
the Maquette 140 GHz steady-state gyrotron as operated in
Greifswald.81

FIG. 37. sColord. Drift of a particle trapped between helical mirrors in the
W7-AS or the W7-X field, respectivelyscourtesy E. Strumberger and J.
Nührenbergd.

FIG. 38. sColord. Current filaments of the pressure driven diamagnetic and
Pfirsch–Schlüter currents on a flux surface of W7-AS and W7-X.

FIG. 39. sColord. Schematic of W7-X showing from inside to the outside:
the plasma, divertor structures, plasma vessel, modular and planar coils
swhich allow to vary different field parameters likeid, support structure and
outer vessel.
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XIII. CONCLUSIONS

The Wendelstein stellarator line has been developed as
large aspect ratio, low shear concept, originally employing
helical coils. With W7-AS for the first time in a large fusion
device, copper modular coils were used. This choice is nec-
essary to overcome the technical limitations of helical coil
systems in large stellarators. Modular coils provide the tech-
nical flexibility to build optimized stellarators following dif-
ferent optimization principles. For W7-X, the first supercon-
ducting modular coils have been built under industrial series
production conditions.

The last device of the Wendelstein stellarator line in op-
eration, W7-AS, has fulfilled its major goals: to test the
modular coil concept; to develop the island divertor; to test

the effectiveness of the first steps in stellarator optimization
and thus to contribute to the scientific basis for W7-X; and to
contribute to the physics of toroidal confinement and specifi-
cally to stellarator physics.

In W7-AS divertor operation was possible with good
plasma confinement under quasisteady-state conditions in an
ELM-free variant of the H-mode, the HDH-mode, accessible
at high densities. The H-mode power threshold is low. Op-
eration at high densities well above the Greenwald limit was
possible. The heating power limitedb values were found to
be high. The plasma performance and confinement quality

TABLE III. Major design parameters of W7-X.

Major radius 5.5 m

Minor radius 0.53 m

Plasma volume 30 m3

Nonplanar coils 50; NbTi

Planar coils 20; NbTi

Induction on axis Nom. 2.5 Tsmax. 3 Td
Stored magnetic energy 600 MJ

ECRF heating power 10 MW

NBI heating power 5 MWsstage Id; 20 MW sstage IId
ICRH heating power 3 MWsstage Id; 9 MW sstage IId
Nominal pulse length 30 min

Machine height 4.5 m

Machine diameter 16 m

Machine mass 725 t

Cold mass 425 t

FIG. 40. sColord. Shown is a W7-X modular coil mounted into the manipu-
lator, which is used to string the coil over the plasma vessel during
assembly.

FIG. 41. sColord. Shown is a W7-X planar coil mounted into the manipu-
lator, which is used to string the coil over the modular coils during assembly.

FIG. 42. sColord. Semi-module of the plasma vessel partly covered with the
thermal insulation.
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does not noticeably degrade close to limits. Also close to
operational limits, the plasma performance is found to be
free of violent instabilities. Experimentally, the development
of Wendelstein stellarators will continue in 2010 with W7-X
operation. W7-AS operation and W7-X design have contrib-
uted to further establish the Wendelstein stellarator concept
as an independent reactor line.
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